SPPH681A: CAUSAL INFERENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCES

INSTRUCTORS
Boris Sobolev, office hours: Tuesdays, 9 to 11am at VGH, or by appointment bgsobolev@gmail.com

PLACE AND TIME
- Weekly 3-hour lectures on Mondays, 1 to 4 pm, SPPH B136
- Weekly 1-hour tutorials TBD

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Causal inference from observational data is a common task in public health sciences. Epidemiology, health services research, studies in occupational and environmental health share a methodological framework for causal inference developed over the past three decades. This 3-credit course offers in-depth coverage of causal inference methodology.

The purpose of the course is to develop knowledge, skills and competency in applying methods of causal inference to observational data. The course formally defines fundamental concepts of causality, causal effect and confounding, and explicates conditions for attributing observed differences to causal relationship. Specifically, the course covers causal diagrams, counterfactual reasoning, and practical methods for estimating causal effects. In complementing tutorials, DAGitty will be used for creating, editing, and analyzing causal diagrams, and Stata v13 will be used for estimating effects.

RATIONALE FOR TAKING THIS COURSE
The course addresses a recognized need for a graduate-level teaching that links concepts and practical skills in making causal inference in epidemiology, health services research, and studies in occupational and environmental health. The course starts with introducing the concept of causal effect and then explicates conditions for attributing observed associations to causal relationship. The course offers learning of causal methodology through practical applications to real data.

Learning from the course, students will be able to produce causal diagrams for thesis projects, to refine research questions, to identify variables for adjustment, to detail the plan of analysis, and to estimate direct and indirect treatment effects with data from their own projects. The course will benefit those who analyze data from registries, records of routine care, hospital discharges, or from study cohorts.

PREREQUISITES
Prerequisites: SPPH500, SPPH 503, and SPPH548 is strongly recommended. Working knowledge of statistical software is recommended.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
On completion of the course, students will be able to
(1) explain the formal framework for drawing causal inferences
(2) develop directed acyclic graphs and identify a minimal sufficient adjustment set
(3) estimate total, direct and indirect treatment effects from observational data
(4) express and interpret causal queries through counterfactuals quantities.
COURSE STRUCTURE

The course combines lectures, discussions and tutorials, in-class and homework assignments, and RefWorks for course readings.

EVALUATION OF LEARNING

Evaluation will be conducted using a combination of marks for 12 in-class assessments (maximum 24% of the total mark), six homework assignments (36%), and final homework assignment (40%).

In-class assignments

Each class involves assessment of the learning progress in class. The assessment tools will include a combination of multiple choice tests and short writing exercises covering the content from lectures, in-class discussions and required readings. The assessments provide an opportunity for students to evaluate their own progress through the course and help strengthen their understanding of core concepts and methods. Each test is worth 2 points (maximum 24 points for 12 tests).

Homework assignments

Bi-weekly homework assignments will involve various aspects of data analysis and preparing short reports. The quality of each report will be judged by clarity of presentation, suitability of methods, and interpretation of results. Each assignment is worth 6 points (maximum 36 points for 6 assignments).

A final homework assignment will involve data analysis and paper preparation. The paper should contain the following sections: Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, and References. Results should be presented in an organized fashion, such as in table or graphical formats. Computer outputs should be edited to eliminate irrelevant or redundant material. The quality of the report will be judged by the suitability of methods, correct computing, interpretation of results, and clarity of presentation (maximum 40 points).

PREPARATION

The student is expected to be prepared for topics discussed in class. Sufficient time should be allocated for reading of required and assigned texts.

COURSE MATERIALS

- Lecture notes and handouts of lab tutorials
- Selected articles and book chapters:
  5. Austin PC. Absolute risk reductions, relative risks, relative risk reductions, and numbers needed to treat can be obtained from a logistic regression model. J Clin Epidemiol 2010;63(1):2-6.

The course readings are available through RefWorks page http://resources.library.ubc.ca/901/ on the UBC library website

The "Course Materials" folder contains list of citations and provides links to electronic copies or pdfs.

- On the Refworks page, click 'Connect to Resource' (green button).
- Log in to the Refworks account.
- If accessing Refworks off campus, provide your CWL information.

The RefWorks login is:

- Login Name: course_materials
- Password: coursematerials